COMFORT AND CONTROL
FOR YOUR WINDOW OR PORCH
With Maxi and Combi
Retractable Window Awnings

Our beautiful retractable window drop arm
awnings are a practical shading solution.
They bring style, distinction and elegance
to any window while maximizing your indoor
comfort. They may also lower your energy
costs. The awning is fully retractable. It can be
lowered to any position to provide as little or as
much shade as you need. You have complete
control…
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The awning in normal down position

The awning in full down position

By lowering the fabric all the
way down, our awnings are
great for both
shading and privacy.

The Maxi and Combi are the ideal solution for keeping the suns rays at bay and saving money on your air
conditioning bills. Your room will be significantly cooler inside by blocking the sun before it enters your window. On
cloudy days, you can retract the awning to take advantage of the natural light.

Maxi: The Maxi is available with standard hand crank or optional motor. Maximum width
is 30 ft. and maximum projection is 5’8”. A hood is optional.
Combi: The Combi is available with standard pull tape, optional hand crank or motor.
Maximum width is 12 ft. and maximum projection is 3’4”. The Combi has a self storing
cassette to protect the fabric when retracted.
FRAME COLORS & MOTOR OPTIONS

Ivory

Mocha

FABRIC COLORS
Choose an Acrylic stripe or solid
fabric from our exclusive PARA
Tempotest fabric collection.

Brown

Call Us for a FREE in-home estimate!
Bronze

White

Black

Gray

Taupe

Green
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Remote
Control

AUTHORIZED DEALER:

CUSTOM COLORS ARE AVAILABLE

All Sunair® awning models are
sewn with Tenara®thread. This
thread is made from Teflon which
will not deteriorate from sun
exposure.

Motorize your awning with a
tubular motor from SOMFY.
With the flick of a switch the
window awning will extend
and retract. Remote control
is available. Add automatic
sun and wind controls and
the awning will extend and
retract automatically with the
elements.
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